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SHORT REMARKS ON A CALLIMACHEAN FRAGMENT

(In Delum, 138-149)

P.Mont. inv. 145 (= Pack3 193.01) 4,5 x 7 cm middle to late 2nd century A.D.
Provenance: unknown Tafel 1b

This papyrus fragment from the small collection belonging to the Catalan Abbey of
Montserrat (Barcelona)1 was previously identified and published by O. Musso2 when the original
was in a bad condition. The former editor read some of the traces wrongly. The aim of this
republication is to make available a number of improvements in the surviving text after cleaning
and assembling the original. Restoration has led to the discovery of a new reading of lines 139-
140 and to the identi fication and addition of a few more letters of line 142.

In this scrap from a roll (the writing runs parallel to the fibres and the back is blank) a few
letters (2-7 per line) survive. Line width by calculation c. 10 cm. Upper and lower margins are
not preserved (estimation of number of lines per column is not possible). There is evidence of a
heavy kollesis, close to the right edge, running down the intercolumnium (2 cm). The roll was
written in a practised, free-flowing small rounded hand with informal links and serifs. The script
follows a markedly bilinear pattern ( e.g., i not below), except (presumably) for f and c. The
letters, for the most part written separately, are sometimes linked in a single sequence (e.g., ax
and !i, 146; e!, 148) e and ! beginning with a downstroke, rounded a and deep rounded m in three
movements are letter-forms found in documents and hypomnemata of the late first century A. D.
These literary specimen of rounded serifed hands (assigned to the middle of the second century
A. D.) usually display both early and late features. For discussion and examples see G. Menci,
Scrittura e Civiltà 3 (1979), p. 43; R. Seider, Pal. der griechischen Pap., vol. II, no. 29 (p. 88, pl.
XV) and E. G. Turner, GMAW, p. 54, pl. 24.
    Parts of Hymn IV are also extant in Pack2  193 (I/II), POxy. XIX 2225 (II A.D.), Pack2  192
(V/VI) and POxy. XX 2258 + XXX, p. 91-92 (VI/VII).3 This is the first papyrus fragment
offering  parts of lines 138-40 and 147-49.4

Both R. Pfeiffer's  (Oxford 1949-1953) and G. Capovilla's (Rome 1967) editions have been
used for collation. The text holds no surprises.5

1 For the collection see M.Manfredi, La collezione di papiri dell'Abbazia benedettina di Montserrat, in
Proc. of the XVIII Int. Cong. of Pap., Athens (Athens 1988), I, 61-66. I am deeply indebted to Profs. M.
Manfredi and O. Musso for bringing the Papyri Montserratenses to my attention. I wish to thank Dr.
Revel A. Coles for correcting rny English.

2 Ed. princ. = O. Musso, Un nuovo papiro degli inni di Callimaco, in Miscel·lània papirològica R.
Roca-Puig (Barcelona 1987), 225-227. See V. Gigante Lanzara (ed.), Inno a Delo (Pisa 1990),  37.

3 Our fragment will be Pack3 193.01 according to D. Marcotte - P. Mertens, Les papyrus de
Callimaque, in Miscellanea papyrologica (= Pap. Flor. XIX) (Florence 1990), II, 414.

4 Three specks of ink from as many others initial letters survive from a second column at the right top
of the fragment. Ed. princ. read a[ on the twisted fibres , but for the most part were vertical fibres of the
verso.

5 About the evidence noted by the former editor for l. 140, see the new reading. For the variations
preserved in the medieval tradition see now ed. cit. (Pisa 1990), 114-115
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-   -   -   -   -   -
] e`[ oÎrea ka‹ ped¤on Krann≈nion  a· te dusae_›w

]a!̀a §sxatia‹ P¤ndoio, fÒbƒ dÉ »rxÆsato pçsa___
]enhx̀¨¨¨¨`! 140 Yessal¤h: to›ow går épÉ ésp¤dow ¶bremen ∑xow______ .
]meno[ …w dÉ ıpÒtÉ Afitna¤ou ˆreow pur‹ tufom°noi____ o
]giganto[ se¤ontai muxå pãnta katouda¤oio g¤ganto______w

]umen[ efiw •t°rhn Briar∞ow §pvm¤da kinum°n____oio.
]i`opu[   ]¨¨῭ yermãstrai te br°mousin ÍfÉ ÑHfa¤stoio pu____rãgrhw
]bhte!̀ 145 ¶rga yÉ ımoË, deinÚn d¢ pur¤kmhto¤ te l°bhtew_____
]!iaxeu!i ka‹ tr¤podew p¤ptontew §pÉ éllÆloiw fiãxeusi_______ :
]ukloio: t∞mow ¶gentÉ êrabow sãkeow tÒsow eÈkÊkloio_______ .
]domoiv! PhneiÚw dÉ oÈk aÔtiw §xãzeto, m¤mne dÉ ımo¤vw_______

]¨¨Ä¨`[ ]à[ karterÚw …w tå pr«ta, yoåw dÉ §stÆsato d¤na___w,
-   -   -   -   -   -   -   -

138 The surface is much damaged; room for one letter, then intermittent traces of e.
139 After a a long thick horizontal top of c, then an initial curve consistent with a.
140 ¨¨¨`x¨¨¨`¨¨¨`  ed. princ.; after n first vertical and cross-bar of h, then scanty traces only, consistent

with x or l,then space for one letter lost (o could be accommodated).
142 nto, frag. C in ed. princ., is now joined here.
144 First trace, top of descending vertical.
146 Small c and i linked in a single sequence; a does not follow inmediately.
147 High stop by the original scribe.
149 Acute accent by the original scribe. The alpha is certain, though the papyrus here is badly

damaged.
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TAFEL I

Kallimachos-Fragment, In Delum 138-149 (P.Mont.inv. 145 = Pack3 193.01)


